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5

Abstract6

Myeloid sarcoma (MS) is a tumoral mass which is derived from immature myeloid precursor7

cells. A 28 year old man without a medical history was diagnosed as isolated MS of testis and8

orchiectomy was performed. After a watch and wait approach, one year later relapse occured9

in the other testis without bone marrow involvement. Orchiectomy to the other testis was10

repeated. One year later, the patient presented to our hospital with masses at inguinal and11

right popliteal regions. Body 18F-FDG PET/CT showed increased FDG uptake in lymph12

nodes of aortocaval, paraaortic, paracaval, bilateral common iliac, right external iliac, bilateral13

inguinal regions with a diameter of maximum 3.7 cm and a SUVmax of 11.9; and also a14

heterogenous FDG uptake was observed in the muscles of posterior leg region. We performed15

bone marrow biopsy and aspiration resulting in no pathological infiltration. The patient was16

treated with induction treatment of AML, followed by consolidation with one cycle of high17

dose ARA-C. After the first cycle of high dose ARA-C, leucocytosis developed. Peripheral18

smear revealed blastoid cells. Response could not be achieved with salvage therapies. In19

conclusion, MS might show a complicated disease course and patients with isolated MS should20

be treated with systemic chemotherapy at first diagnosis.21

22
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1 A Disseminated Myeloid Sarcoma Case24

Transformed into Leukemia25
Abstract-Myeloid sarcoma (MS) is a tumoral mass which is derived from immature myeloid precursor cells.26

A 28 year old man without a medical history was diagnosed as isolated MS of testis and orchiectomy was27
performed. After a watch and wait approach, one year later relapse occured in the other testis without bone28
marrow involvement. Orchiectomy to the other testis was repeated. One year later, the patient presented to our29
hospital with masses at inguinal and right popliteal regions. Body 18F-FDG PET/CT showed increased FDG30
uptake in lymph nodes of aortocaval, paraaortic, paracaval, bilateral common iliac, right external iliac, bilateral31
inguinal regions with a diameter of maximum 3.7 cm and a SUVmax of 11.9; and also a heterogenous FDG uptake32
was observed in the muscles of posterior leg region. We performed bone marrow biopsy and aspiration resulting in33
no pathological infiltration. The patient was treated with induction treatment of AML, followed by consolidation34
with one cycle of high dose ARA-C. After the first cycle of high dose ARA-C, leucocytosis developed. Peripheral35
smear revealed blastoid cells. Response could not be achieved with salvage therapies.36

In conclusion, MS might show a complicated disease course and patients with isolated MS should be treated37
with systemic chemotherapy at first diagnosis.38

2 I. Introduction39

yeloid sarcoma (MS) is a tumoral mass which is derived from immature myeloid precursor cells.40
Although MS most commonly develops as an extramedullary presentation of acute myeloid leukemia (AML),41

it can also accompany myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) or myeloproliferative neoplasms (1-3). While MS is seen42
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in % 2-14 of AML patients (1,3), the incidence rate of isolated MS without bone marrow infiltration is only 243
per million (2). Myeloid sarcoma can occur at any time during the course of disease. It is often seen in bone,44
soft tissue, lymph nodes, periton and gastrointestinal system and rarely seen in genitourinary system and central45
nervous system (1)(2)(3).46

Here, we present a case presenting with isolated testicular MS, relapsing with testis, lymph node and soft47
tissue involvements, and ultimately experiencing bone marrow infiltration.48

3 II. Case49

A 28 year-old-man without a remarkable medical history presented to his primary care physician with pain at in-50
guinal region. A testicular mass was found at physical examination. Laboratory results including complete blood51
count and biochemistry were normal. Body 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucosepositron emission tomography/computed52
tomography (18F-FDG PET/CT) showed increased FDG uptake in testicular mass, solely. He underwent53
orchiectomy and biopsy revealed MS. Examinations including bone marrow aspiration and biopsy, and bone54
marrow conventional cytogenetics were normal without blast infiltration. After a watch and wait approach,55
relapse occured in the other testis one year later. Simultaneous bone marrow examination was again normal.56
Orchiectomy to the other testis was repeted. One year after the second orciectomy, the patient presented to57
our hospital with gait disturbance. His physical examination was notable for a mass at inguinal region with58
a diameter of 3 cm and a mass at right popliteal region with a diameter of 7 cm. Body 18F-FDG PET/CT59
showed increased FDG uptake in lymph nodes of aortocaval, paraaortic, paracaval, bilateral common iliac, right60
external iliac, bilateral inguinal regions with a diameter of maximum 3.7 cm and a SUVmax of 11.9; and also61
a heterogenous FDG uptake was observed in the muscles of posterior leg region (figure ??). Complete blood62
cell count was normal. Pathological examination of the excisional biopsy of the lymph node was reported as63
MS. We performed bone marrow biopsy and aspiration resulting in no pathological infiltration. The patient64
was treated with induction treatment of AML (3/7: Idarubucin + Cytosine arabinoside (ARA-C)), followed by65
consolidation with one cycle of high dose ARA-C. His gait disturbance resolved. For monitoring response to66
therapy we performed 18F-FDG PET/CT which showed increased FDG uptake in lymph nodes of abdomen67
and iliac region and mass in the right popliteal region with a diameter of 3.5x2.9x7.4 cm (SUV max: 9.2).68
After the first cycle of high dose ARA-C leucocytosis developed. Peripheral smear revealed blastic cells. Bone69
marrow involvement was confirmed by bone marrow examination. Salvage therapy with fludarabin + ARA-C +70
granulocyte colony stymulating factor + idarubucin (FLAG-?DA) and later etoposide + mitoxantrone + ARA-C71
(EMA) were applied to the patient sequentially. However response could not be achieved and patient died.72

4 III. Discussion73

Although lymph node involvement of MS is often encountered (1,2), testicular (4-6) and muscle involvements (7,8)74
are rare entities in these patients. Neverthless, our patient comprised both testicular and muscle involvements75
consecutively, and also the lymph nodes were affected which was predictable in such a spread of the tumor.76

An other distictive feature of this case is the development of bone marrow infiltration nearly 2.5 years after77
the diagnosis with the propagation of MS. Whereas leukemic transformation of MS usually occurs after a78
nearly median 7 months (1). Further more leukemic transformation occured during treatment after atypical79
extramedullary relapses. Mostly, MS with chromosome 8 abnormality transformes to AML rapidly with high80
incidence (2). However cytogenetic analyze of our patient was normal, which may be the cause of late leukemic81
transformation, although he did not receive systemic treatment at first diagnosis.82

To our knowledge, this MS case differs with its disease course, as it presented with isolated testicular83
MS, relapsed repeatedly with testicular and later with lymph node and muscle involvements, and ultimately84
experienced leukemic transformation. Patients with isolated MS should be treated at first diagnosis.85
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